Our dual stream school…

NEWSLETTER
2019

Term 1 Week 4

Welcome to 2019...
In this the first newsletter for 2019 I would like share my
vision for Basket Range moving forward as a thriving and
growing school.
My vision for Basket Range school, as we continue our
journey as a dual stream school, is to;
Continue to develop strong numbers in both the streams
Nurture and grow our motto of two streams ~ one river
Shape what we want to create in the context of our small
school
Work together as a strong active community with a high
degree of trust
Develop strong and vibrant streams that support children’s
wellbeing and learning
Preserve small class sizes that enrich student learning and
celebrate our points of difference such as our environment
and the Arts.

As many of you may already know, Lisa who has been a
valued and long standing member of our school and
community will be retiring at the end of this term. She will be
greatly missed and we wish her well in the next phase of her
life. We will officially farewell her at the end of this term.
Thank you to all the parents and caregivers who came to
Acquaintance Night, this was a great opportunity for parents
to visit classrooms and hear expectations and planning from
their child's teacher. We look forward to sharing your child's
learning journey at learning discussions and celebration
assembly.
Welcome to our existing and new Governing Council
members are;
Mick Lorenz
Chairperson
Cat McIntee
Secretary
Josh Geers
Treasurer
Chris Wolff
Driver of Parents &Friends subcommittee
Laren Taverna Driver of Promotion/Communication
subcommittee
Daniel Les
Driver of Grants subcommittee
Nethica Adi
Driver of Grounds subcommittee
At this stage we do not have a driver for our Special Events
(fundraising) subcommittee. If you have some time and can
support the school in this role please contact me.
I would like to acknowledge and thank retiring governing
council members Kirsty Keys, Kate McMurray, Nikaela
Stephenson, Claire Obradovic and Amber Ochota for their
hard work and commitment to the school community.

Student Leaders
Congratulations to our student leaders who applied for the
I would like to introduce the staff, Governing Council and
student leaders for that will be instrumental in shaping 2019. leaders role by identifying the skills and dispositions they
would bring to the role of student leader. The leaders are
Introducing 2019 existing and new staff, Lisa (Admin Officer), Sofia, Brigitta, Sienna and Jasper. Each have taken a leading
Susan (Finance Officer) and Melanie (Student support ) our
role across the school and are excited to support their peers
hardworking and talented School Support Officers.
and make positive contributions to the school.
Sandy with the Reception class in the Cherry Tree Room, Sue
We also welcome our new students and families to our dual
with Class 1 and 2 children in the Gumnut Room, Michael
stream community — The Hilly, Quinn, Rogers and Binch
with Class 3 and 4 children in the Apple Cottage, Claire with
families.
the Yr. 5-7 children in the Pear Tree Room and Bethany our
music teacher. A special welcome to Emma, string teacher
Nancy Saccoia
and Grace, Chinese
Principal
teacher.
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News from the Cherry Tree Room...
It has been a very smooth and busy start to the year with all the new little ones entering into their new environment
with ease and wonder. The children are enjoying plenty of scope to become familiar with new routines and new
surrounding. There is a lot of learning happening about where things are, who everyone is and becoming familiar with
what happens at each transition.
As these early days evolve and gently take form we have been joined by the
Class One children at various times throughout the week. This is proving to be
helpful as the little ones see how we do things at school and is also providing a
gentle transition for the Class One children as they begin their more formal
learning with Sue. It has been delightful watching all the children happily
learning, playing, cooking, exploring and creating. Already there is a feeling of
flow as the children engage in the many aspects of the program. Busy and
lovely days!
Over the coming year the Reception children will begin to develop and become
more familiar with our daily, weekly routines and seasonal rhythms. Through
creative play and guided activities the children will extend their learning and
build on skill development both fine and gross motor. They will develop their
language skills through involvement in circle time, stories and play and their
numerical and spatial skills will be developed through experimentation, cubby
building, block play, craft, baking, circle time and stories.
Interwoven through our daily rhythms and activities the days will be filled with
music, speech, movement, painting, indoor and outdoor creative play, morning
teas, painting, beeswax and clay modeling, crafts, nature walks, games and
more. An adventure stretching out before us as we journey together.
The children are very hungry throughout the morning and really look forward
to fruit platter time. So thank you everyone for sending along the pieces of veg
and fruit that makes this special time possible.
Warm regards,
Sandy
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Week 4 Term 1

News from the Gumnut Room...
While learning to write, read and spell are outcomes which all children are expected to achieve, our methods are not
determined simply by trying to achieve these outcomes in the quickest possible way. Each activity and each main lesson
is designed in such a way that it will be of value to the children in their development as human beings. Each is a rich
experience in which many senses are stimulated and in which the child’s thinking, feeling and willing are engaged in the
appropriate way for the age. A multi- sensory approach is used in which all the arts are integrated into the classroom
activities. As a result each child develops academically, aesthetically and kinaesthetically. A true artistic approach always
arises out of and leads towards the understanding and realisation of the complete human being.
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework
These first weeks have been very busy. The children have settled into productive routines and squeals of delight and
laughter fill the playground. Each morning one by one the children and I meet anew; we clasp hands and making eye
contact sincerely greet one another. Our circle includes counting as we move together slow and steady like the old
King, limping like the unfortunate Gardner or gaily skipping like the King's children. We reach up high, we bend down
low, we crawl as crabs, bow as knights, raise our swords in our right hands and greet our friends with our left. We recite
our morning verse and practice one or two of our many verses and poems. Recorder playing for Class 2, cross pattern
walking for all and a lemniscate crawl are just some of our morning circle activities.
Class One
We were fortunate to have a large branch drop from a tree in the car park, which then provided a wonderful climbing
and balancing platform for the children and an excellent beginning to their Form Drawing Main lesson. Finding balance

as they scaled the curve of the bough and
the sweep of the lower branches, then
twisting, bending and weaving their way
through the smaller bushy branches
without falling off was a challenge. The
next day the challenge was to walk the
painted lines on the hardcourt with a rod
balanced on their head before returning
to the classroom to move, paint and draw
the straight line and the curved line; the
first forms in our Main lesson.
The Form Drawing Main Lesson seeks to bring to the
children inner experiences in their relation to the
world of creative form and to their finding of balance
and dynamic flow both inwardly and in
representation in space. These experiences support
an unfolding future capacity for balance, flexibility
and complexity of thought as well as perception of
the formative dynamics of the natural world.
This Main Lesson calls upon the senses of movement,
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News from the Gumnut Room cont...
balance and life. It awakens in the
child the ability to experience forms
and works on the proprioceptive
system and memory in a harmonising,
stimulating and strengthening way. It
refines the child’s fine motor skills and
requires the child to visualise spatial
relationships inwardly. Much practice
is aimed at preventing children from
becoming fixed in any extreme but
enabling the experience of polarities
and the ability to move between the
two and experience the central point
of balance. The polarity of the straight
and the curved line is the foundation
of form in the physical world and
therefore of the shapes of the letters
and the numbers.
Class Two
It is a special moment when a child
becomes aware that they can read
because the names and sounds they
have learnt to identify, from the
symbols we call letters, form words.
The letter symbols, experienced
through picture, story, movement and
sound in a slow unfolding in Class
One, can now be recognised and
analysed in sentences taken from the
stories in Main lesson. 'The Lion and
the Mouse' gave us opportunity to
learn the digraphs 'ou' and 'ow', same
sound but different spelling. We
practice what comes at the beginning
and end of a sentence, and what is a
sentence; is our spacing between
words enough; are our letters
correctly formed and the same size;
are we writing left to right across the
page; is our writing level?
We are on our way to independent
reading. First reading books the
children have written and illustrated
based on texts which I model. They
write and read poems and verses
which they already have learnt by
heart, material which is familiar to
them with many words based on
common word families and a
significant number of high frequency

sight words. The children read
together as a group guided by me, in
pairs, and 1:1 with me and Aunty
Chris. Later we progress to
independent reading of texts which
are increasingly unfamiliar to them.
We began the term with the Fables.
The following is an overview of the
central experience of the content and
Future Capacities from the Australian
Steiner Curriculum Framework.
The Fables
The Central Experience of the Content
Emerging from a sense of the world’s
unity, the growing child approaches
the diversity of human, the multiplicity
of the material world, what the
Chinese Daoists call “The world of
10,000 things”. From a simple trust in
the omniscience and omnipotence of
parents and carers, the child moves to
an awareness of the range of human

characteristics from the wise to the
foolish, from the ethically inspiring
to the ethically questionable.
Cultures have personified these
differing human qualities through
the image of animal qualities such as
those of Aesop’s fables. For example,
the hare and the tortoise contrasts the
superficial hare with the solid but less
flashy work ethic of the ultimately
successful tortoise. These stories
continue to provide valuable lessons in
ethical and values education.
Future Capacities
These imaginative renditions of
human foibles are examples of how
traditional cultures provided collective
groundings in emotional intelligence.
These narratives distill observations of
human faults and failings into simple
imaginative pictures which become
part of the growing child’s emotional
repertoire of understandings of their
social world. Through the internalised
imagery of the imagination, the

growing child is prepared for the
variety of human personality traits
they will encounter in the future.
Sue Gleeson

Week 4 Term 1
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News from the Apple Cottage...
It has been an enjoyable and productive start to term 1 with the students quickly settling into the new routines and
timetable.
We welcome back Grace who is teaching Chinese and Bethany who is doing music with the class. I would also like to
acknowledge the work that the students are doing with Nancy in writing. Aunty Chris has been assisting on a Monday
introducing new students to knitting. Other students are knitting their recorder bags or completing projects. Next Year 3
will begin crochet work while Year 4 begin preparation for their cross stitch work. We have been doing Newcome Ball for
sport. It’s a modification of Volleyball Ball. Later this term, we will practice athletic skills in preparation for the Smalls
Schools Sports Day. We will also be doing some gardening with seed and seedling planting as well as plant propagation
for the Winter Fair. We will also look to adding plants to our Indigenous garden. Donations of indigenous editable plants
will be gratefully received.
We are in our final week of our current English main lessons, Norse Mythology stories for Year 4 and Old Testament
Creation story for Year 3. Next week we begin our second main lesson, Fractions 1 for Year 4 and Working with Money
for Year 3.
Later this term there will be the opportunity to meet with parents individually to discuss their child’s specific process
and share common concerns and strategies.
Below is a selection of recent paintings, drawings and clay work that we have been doing.
Michael Simmons

Week 5 Term 4
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News from the Pear Tree Room..
Welcome to the new – and busy as ever - term everybody! I would first like to begin by welcoming Scarlet who has
fitted in beautifully to our classroom.
With the addition of the iPad this year we have started to utilise lots of new apps and are still discovering new ones
week by week! A couple of favourites we have are iMovie and PicEdu. Above all though the most exciting one is
Prodigy Maths with even the most maths phobic students loving it! If you have not downloaded all of the apps on the
list I sent out at the beginning of the year please do as soon as you can as we waste loads of learning time logging in
and out of computers and websites.
We are really getting into our Earth Science topic with many children asking brilliant questions such as ‘does the moon
have an axis’, ‘is gravity part of earth or the whole solar system?’, ‘if mars is closer to the sun than earth why haven’t
the ice caps on mars melted?’, ‘is the sea blue?’, ‘how are solar flares caused?’ and ‘have astronauts been anywhere
else than earth and moon?’. Next week we have a mobile planetarium arriving which will hopefully inspire more
questions for the students to investigate.

We have successfully started our cooking program – a huge thanks to our parent
helpers August and Cat and all the parents who have sent in donations of
ingredients.
On Thursday we feasted on Pesto Pasta (made with our home grown basil) and Fruit
Meringues (thank you to all the blackberry pickers!) cooked by our lovely year 7s.
Next week the year 6s will start their cooking plans and year 5s will begin to work the
garden growing more vegies we can cook with.
Monday afternoons are proving popular with the class loving their dance lessons
with our newest member of staff Mel Williams. They are certainly making Mel work
for her money - this term they have already begun a second dance (which is really
hard!) and it’s looking like they might even need another one before the term is out!
Looking forward to another busy half of the term.

Claire Gallagher
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Imagination at play...

These Year 3 boys found a new use
for chess pieces and Jenga blocks

Upcoming Dates ...
Wednesday 27 February 2019
SciWorld Stardome Year 5-7 students

Wednesday 27 March 2019
Volleyball at Heathfield HS year 5-7 students

Friday 1 March 2019
Schools Clean Up Australia Day

Thursday 28 March 2019
School Tour 9:30am (rescheduled previously
advertised as 22/2)

Wednesday 6 March 2019
SAPOL's Policing and Crime Prevention
presentation (time to be confirmed)

Wednesday 3 April 2019
Harvest Festival

Monday 11 March 2019
Adelaide Cup Public Holiday

Tuesday 9 April 2019
Celebration Assembly

Monday 18 March 2019
Apple Day 9:30am—11:30am
Local childcare/kindies will be invited to
spend the morning participating in a variety
of activities.

Thursday 11 April 2019
Sports Day
Friday 12 April 2019
End of term 1 Early dismissal 2:20pm

Thursday 21 March 2019
Harmony Day We will have a shared lunch
this day.

Don’t forget to check our page:

https://www.facebook.com/basketrangeps

Basket Range Primary School
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA 5138
PH: 8390 3466
FAX: 8390 1062
EMAIL: dl.0511_info@schools.sa.edu.au

